Extended Abstract

Workshop Title

The Power of Humor When the Going Gets Tough: One Teen AAC User Shares

Target AGE GROUP

- School Aged

Target AUDIENCE

- Introductory / general knowledge level
  - Targeting early practitioners / researchers / families, OR covering a broad scope for a wide audience

STREAM

- Perspectives, Experiences, and Engagement of Consumers and Families

CONTENT FOCUS AREA

- People who use AAC: Views and experiences

Key LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Identify ways in which AAC devices, symbol systems, and/or techniques can increase the participation of individuals with congenital and/or acquired communication disabilities.
- Discuss issues related to policies and employment, including advocacy, regarding individuals who use AAC.

- Discuss the connections between cultural and social issues and AAC.
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SHORT ABSTRACT (max 250 words)

Owen, a teen who uses AAC and Kate, a volunteer AAC Specialist at Camp Communicate in Maine, USA pair up to share lessons learned from each other. Owen will share his experiences as a person with disabilities and AAC user who attends general education classes at his local high school. Kate will share what she has learned from presenting to an audience that includes Owen over the past three summers. Together they will make you laugh as they demonstrate the do's, don't and I-can't-believe-anyone would-do-that's of, as Owen would say it “Using an arm to talk”.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT (max 1000 words - )

Owen is a teenager who attends his local high school in a rural community. He is one of the few individuals with complex communication needs in his area. He struggles with the usual tasks of being a teenager that all teenagers face – forming his identity, becoming independent, balancing school and home, facing decisions about his future. He is a power chair user and an AAC user but more often than not the issues of stigma, presumption of incompetence and lack of accessibility create more issues than the actual issues causes directly by his physical challenges. Owen uses humor and music to stay resilient as he faces these challenges. Each summer, Owen attends an augmentative and alternative communication family camp, Camp Communicate, where he met Kate. Kate is a special education teacher and an assistive technology specialist who focuses on complex communication needs and volunteers at Camp Communicate. Together Owen and Kate will share some of the challenges that are created by others perspectives towards those use AAC using humor to illustrate the prejudices, lack of boundaries and low expectations many people have towards those with complex communication needs. Owen will share his own experience in inclusion and dealing with the social challenges of adolescence and Kate will speak about the lessons she has learned from Owen. The audience will be asked to participate by thinking about small ways they can address stigma and low expectations through humor in their own communities.
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